Peru - Denmark 0:1 (0:0)

# 6 16 JUN 2018 19:00 Saransk / Mordovia Arena / RUS

Peru (PER)

[1] GK Pedro GALLESE
[4] DF Alberto RODRIGUEZ (C)
[6] DF Miguel TRAUCO
[8] MF Christian CUEVA ~ 46'+1
[10] FW Jefferson FARFAN ~ 85'
[13] MF Renato TAPIA □ 38' ~ 57'
[17] DF Luis ADVINCOLA
[18] FW Andre CARRILLO
[19] MF Yoshimar YOTUN
[20] FW Edison FLORES ~ 62'

Substitutes
[3] DF Aldo CORZO
[4] DF Anderson SANTAMARIA
[5] DF Miguel ARAUJO
[7] MF Paolo HURTADO
[9] FW Paolo GUERRERO ~ 62'
[12] GK Carlos CACEDA
[14] MF Andy POLO
[16] MF Wilder CARTAGENA
[21] GK Jose CARVALLO
[22] DF Nilson LOYOLA
[23] MF Pedro AQUINO ~ 87'

Coach Ricardo GARECA (ARG)

Denmark (DEN)

[1] GK Kasper SCHMEICHEL
[4] DF Simon KJAER (C)
[6] DF Andreas CHRISTENSEN ~ 81'
[7] MF William KVIST ▲ 39'
[8] MF Thomas DELANEY □ 86'
[9] FW Nicolai JORGENSEN
[10] MF Christian ERIKSEN ▲ 59'
[14] DF Henrik DALSGAARD
[17] DF Jans STRUYFEN
[20] FW Yussuf Yurary POULSEN □ 69' ▫ 90'+3
[23] FW Pione SISTO ▲ 67'

Substitutes
[2] MF Michael KROHN-DEHLI
[3] DF Jannik VESTERGAARD
[12] FW Kaspar DOLBERG
[13] DF Mathias JORGENSEN ~ 81'
[15] FW Viktor FISCHER
[16] GK Jonas LOSSL
[18] MF Lukas LERAGER
[19] MF Lasse SCHONE ~ 35'
[21] FW Andreas CORNELIUS
[22] GK Frederik RONNOW

Coach Age HAREIDE (NOR)

Additional time:
First half: 2' min., Second half: 5' min.

Match events

Goal scored Own goal Penalty scored Penalty missed Assist Yellow card 2Y Red card Substitution


Christiane CUEVA [8] ~ 45'+1

59' Yussuf Yurary POULSEN [20] - 1st Tournament Goal

Christian ERIKSEN [10] - 1st Tournament Assist

in Paolo GUERRERO [9], out Edison FLORES [20] □ 62'

67' in Martin BRAITHWAITE [11], out Pione SISTO [23]

85' in Christian ERIKSEN [10], out Andreas CHRISTENSEN [8]

86' in Yussuf Yurary POULSEN [20]

in Raul RUIZVA [11], out Jefferson FARFAN [10]

90'+3 in Yussuf Yurary POULSEN [20]
# Match statistics

## Peru (PER) vs. Denmark (DEN)

### Statistics

**Peru (PER)**

- Ball possession heat map
- Total shots/shots on goal: 18/6
- Shots blocked: 5
- Fouls: 10
- Corner kicks: 3
- Attempts from direct free kicks: 0
- Indirect free kick towards goal: 1
- Penalty kicks/Converted: 0
- Offsides: 3
- Own goals: 0
- Cautions: 2
- Expulsions due to second caution: 0
- Direct expulsions: 0
- Ball possession: 52%
- Actual playing time: 27 minutes

**Denmark (DEN)**

- Ball possession heat map
- Total shots/shots on goal: 10/3
- Shots blocked: 2
- Fouls: 16
- Corner kicks: 7
- Attempts from direct free kicks: 1
- Indirect free kick towards goal: 0
- Penalty kicks/Converted: 0
- Offsides: 3
- Own goals: 0
- Cautions: 3
- Expulsions due to second caution: 0
- Direct expulsions: 0
- Ball possession: 48%
- Actual playing time: 25 minutes

### Bud Man of the Match:

20, Yussuf Yurary POULSEN (Denmark)

### Substitutes

**Peru (PER)**

- **Guerrero** (FW), minute 28, 3 goals/1 assist
- **Ruidiaz** (FW), minute 5, 1 goal
- **Aquino** (MF), minute 3, 1 goal

**Denmark (DEN)**

- **Braithwaite** (FW), minute 23, 1 goal
- **M. Jorgensen** (DF), minute 19, 1 goal
- **Schine** (MF), minute 55, 1 goal

### Own goals

**Peru (PER)**

- 1 goal

**Denmark (DEN)**

- 2 goals

### Notes

- Please check FIFA.com for updates on the statistics.

---

**Pos**: Position  
**Min**: Minutes played  
**FC**: Fouls committed  
**GA**: Goals against  
**PK**: Penalty kicks (Goals/ Shots)  
**AS**: Assists  
**S**: Total shots  
**SSG**: Shots on goal  
**FS**: Fouls suffered  
**Y**: Single yellow card  
**2Y**: Expulsions due to Second Caution  
**R**: Direct red card  

* Please check FIFA.com for updates on the statistics.